TRAILER &ASSET

tracking for trailers, plant machinery, and valuable assets

GPS TRACKING SPECIFICALLY FOR
TRAILERS, PLANT MACHINERY OR ANY
OTHER EQUIPMENT WITH A LIMITED
POWER SUPPLY
How Trailer&AssetTracker works...
Crystal Ball’s Trailer&AssetTracker is GPS tracking
specifically designed for trailers, plant machinery, or
any other valuable asset equipment that has a limited
or non-permanent power supply.
Crystal Ball’s tracking units are IP67 rated, offering
essential durability when fitted to assets that operate
in harsh environments. Its 18 month battery life (after
full charge) ensures that the trailer / asset can be traced
long after it is separated from its power source.
Trailer&AssetTracker has a full reporting suite and can
email alerts against specific events, including trailer
movement, geofence entry/exit, or if the tracking unit’s
battery level is low.
Once the trailer/asset is moving, the solution acts in a
similar way to standard vehicle tracking, by providing
positional updates every five minutes.

How Trailer&AssetTracker can help
your business...
» Security...

covertly installed tracking can follow and
assist with locating and recovering stolen
assets

» Movement of assets...

operates as normal vehicle tracking when
the trailer or asset is on the move

» Up to 18 months battery life...

assets can be left stationary for long periods
of time and still keep administrators notified
of their location
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Trailer&AssetTracker’s real-time mapping clearly
displays asset locations and status including:
» asset speeds in journey
» asset heading
» battery status
» geofence boundaries

Trailer&AssetTracker includes...
» location and journey mapping
When the trailer or asset is stationery for long
periods of time, a positional update is transmitted
every 24 hours and displayed on the map. Once the
tracker detects movement, positional updates occur
every five minutes.

» alarms and alerts
Sent via email to notify management and supervisors
when trailers or assets are:
moved after being stationery for long periods
entering / exiting geofences
low battery life on the tracking unit

» geofences
Geofences are virtual geographic boundaries created
around specified locations on Crystal Ball’s mapping.
They can be used to activate alerts and reports when
a vehicle enters or exits the geofenced location.

» nearest to postcode
allows the administrator to determine which asset is
closest to a particular postcode, ideal for customer
service and logistics departments.
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